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Summary__________________________________________________________
This is a preservation of significant incidents in the history of slavery in America that coincides with
the life incidents of the author, Booker T. Washington, including the Reconstruction period. The
author narrates his life struggles beginning with the struggle towards a proper education as a slave
and moving on to build a successful career. Previously published as articles in The Outlook, this
autobiography was published as a book in New York and London by The Association Press in 1901.

Booker T.
Washington

Booker Taliaferro Washington was an
American educator, orator, author and the
dominant leader of the African-American
community nationwide from the 1890s to
his death. Born to slavery and freed by the
Civil War in 1865, as a young man, became
head of the new Tuskegee Institute, then a
teachers' college for blacks. It became his
base of operations. His "Atlanta Exposition"
speech of 1895 appealed to middle class
whites across the South, asking them to
give blacks a chance to work and develop
separately, while implicitly promising not to
demand the vote. White leaders across the
North, from politicians to industrialists,
from philanthropists to churchmen,
enthusiastically supported Washington, as
did most middle class blacks. He was the
organizer and central figure of a network
linking like-minded black leaders
throughout the nation and in effect spoke
for Black America throughout his lifetime.
Meanwhile a more militant northern group,
led by W. E. B. Du Bois rejected
Washington's self-help and demanded
recourse to politics, referring to the speech
dismissively as "The Atlanta Compromise".
The critics were marginalized until the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960s, at which
point more radical black leaders rejected
Washington's philosophy and demanded
federal civil rights laws.
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Others book from Booker T. Washington

About
Author

THE FUTURE OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO

The American educator and author of "Up from Slavery" sets forth his ideas regarding the history of
enslaved and freed African Americans and their need for education in order to advance themselves...

TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE: PLUS FIVE AMERICAN SLAVE NARRATIVES, INCLUDING LIFE OF FREDERICK
DOUGLASS, UNCLE TOM'S CABIN, LIFE OF JOSIAH HENSON, INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE
GIRL, UP FROM SLAVERY
TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE (Plus MUCH more!)
This exciting new release includes the complete text of "Twelve Years a Slave." Read the amazing story
of Solomon Northup before (or after) you see the critically-acclaimed movie of 2013. But this collection
doesn't stop there. It also includes:
Complete, unabridged texts of the five additional works listed below, all well-known works about slavery
in America An active table of contents for easy navigation to any book or chapter The ...

UP FROM SLAVERY
Delve into the turbulent roots of race relations in the United States with this inspirational account from
Booker T. Washington, a one-time slave who became an important advocate for African-American education
and founded several well-known institutions of higher learning, including the Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama. Up From Slavery details Washington's life and outlines his sometimes-controversial views on
education, social justice, and racial equality...

ANTHOLOGY OF AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Dozens of works and nine different authors make up this collection of African American Literature
with an active table of contents.
Works and authors include:
William Wells Brown
Clotel, or The President's Daughter
Clotelle, or The Colored Heroine
The Narrative of William W. Brown, a Fugitive Slave
Three Years in Europe
Frederick Douglass
My Bondage and My Freedom
My Escape from Slavery
Narrative of the Life of Frederick ...

BLACK AMERICAN CLASSICS: ELEVEN BOOKS IN A SINGLE FILE
This file includes: "Up From Slavery" by Booker T. Washington, "The Souls of Black Folk" by W.E.B.
DuBois, "The Conjure Woman" by Charles Chesnutt, "The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man" by James
Weldon Johnson, "Clotel or The President's Daughter" by William Wells Brown, "The Complete Poems of
Paul Laurence Dunbar", "De Turkey and De Law" by Zora Hurston, "A Century of Negro Migration" by
Carter Woodson, "A Negro Explorer...

UP FROM SLAVERY

Born in a Virginia slave hut, Booker T. Washington (1856–1915) rose to become the most influential
spokesman for African Americans of his day. In this eloquently written book, he describes events in a
remarkable life that began in bondage and culminated in worldwide recognition for his many
accomplishments. In simply written yet stirring passages, he tells of his impoverished childhood and youth,
the unrelenting struggle for an education, early teaching assignments, his selection in 1881 to ...

THE NEGRO IN THE SOUTH

This book describe about the economic development of African Americans both during and after slavery...

UP FROM SLAVERY
Booker T. Washington’s classic memoir of enslavement, emancipation, and community
advancement in the Reconstruction Era.
Born into slavery on a tobacco farm in nineteenth-century Virginia, Booker T. Washington became one of
the most powerful intellectuals of the Reconstruction Era. As president of the Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama, he advocated for the advancement of African Americans through education and
entrepreneurship. In Up from Slavery, Washington speaks...
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